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Historic Records in Russian
Memory International : Victims of Political Terror
http://lists.memo.ru/
This Russian language database is provided online by "Memory International," a
Moscow foundation dedicated to the task of remembering and rehabilitating the
names of persons deported or executed during the Soviet era. There are more than 3
million individuals described in the database at present, both Jews and non‐Jews,
listed by surname in alphabetical order.
Start by clicking on a letter at the top of the page. If Chrome translates only part of
the entry (as in the example below), you must "copy and paste" into the separate
Google Translator to read the rest of the information.

Sample search for surname starting with the letter K

The entries vary in the amount and type of information provided, but may include
year of birth, birthplace, education, occupation, last known address, date of arrest,
sentence and place of burial.
Here is the first entry on the list, as translated by Google:
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List of Moscow Victims
http://mos.memo.ru/
A second way to search is by address. Approximately 12,000 residents of Moscow
were victims of political terror; "Memory International" also offers a list sorted by
last‐known address. Street names, in alphabetical order, are on the left side of the
page. Clicking on a street gives access to the victims' names.
Here is a sample of four entries, obtained by clicking on Pskov Lane (a street in the
historically Jewish neighborhood of Zaraydye). Again, if Chrome translates only part
of the entry (see example below), you must "copy and paste" into the separate
Google translator to read the rest of the information.

Those four entries read (rough computer translation):
d.3 1 person: Diasamidze Vladimir, b. 1916, Tbilisi, Georgian, b / n, a student at the Moscow
Geological Institute. Address: Pskov lane 3, Apt. 20. Rassstrelyan 21/04/1938. Place of burial:
Kommunarka.
h.5 2 people :Kovarsky Izrailevich Joseph, b. 1918, Vitebsk, Jewish, b / n, Minder
Sokol'nicheskaya labor camp. Address: Pskov lane 5, Apt. 48. Rassstrelyan 10/12/1937. Place
of burial: Kommunarka.
Kondakov Boris, was born. 1907, the station. Drezna railway them. Dzerzhinsk, Russian, b / n,
a senior engineer of the Central Bureau of forging machinery. Address: Pskov lane 5, Apt. 51.
Rassstrelyan 04/24/1943. Place of burial: Kommunarka.
d.7 1 person: Filimoshkin Eugene Philipovich born. 1878, Moscow Region. (formerly known as
the Western Region.) Kozelsky borough, village. Kolosov, Russian, b / n Central Mostorg:
braker glassware byvsh.gorodovoy. Address: Pskov lane 7, apt. A. Rassstrelyan 27/06/1938.
Place of burial: Butovo.

Tsarskoye Selo ‐ Online Russian Library
http://tinyurl.com/6pqy9yt
"Tsarskoye Selo" is an online library that contains census returns, government
reports and historic maps dating to the 19th and 20th century (written in Russian).
The address/calendar books, "All Moscow" (and similar titles) are directories with
information about people, businesses and industries in the area‐‐both Jews & non‐
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Jews. The list below (courtesy of the Chrome online translator) gives you an idea of
the library's Moscow‐ related offerings:

Here are some sample volumes, downloaded from "Tsarskoye Selo":
1875 Address Calendar Moskva
http://kehilalinks.jewishgen.org/Moskva/1875AddressCalendar.pdf
1881 Moscow Directory
http://kehilalinks.jewishgen.org/Moskva/1881MoscowDirectory.pdf
1896 Census of Moscow Households
http://kehilalinks.jewishgen.org/Moskva/1896CensusMoscow.pdf
Moscow University Records 1839 ‐1908
http://book‐old.ru/BookLibrary/24201‐Imp.‐Moskovskiy‐univer.html
Student lists, annual status reports and faculty lists, a Biographical Dictionary of
Professors (1855) and much more to download. Here is a link to one of the lists:
Students of the Imperial Moscow University 1865‐1866
http://kehilalinks.jewishgen.org/Moskva/1865StudentList
See below for an excerpt from page 54 of the 1865‐66 student list. One shortcoming
of using an electronic translator with a scanned pdf document can be noted: the first
two students on the list are unlikely to be studying "honey" but the old type‐face
was mis‐read by the software. The translation should probably read "Med"
(medicine?):
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54
Mitkevich‐Daletsk Ivan Honey. 4.
MitroFanov Yaetr Honey. 3.
Mihaydovich Georgіy {Art. M. Ext. D.) Tues M. 4.
Michaelovskіy Tsyblinskіz Vladim. (Tue.) M. 5.
‐ Viktor Med. 3.
‐ Mikhail YU. 1.
‐ Edmund (t). YU.2.

Family Space Archives
http://arc.familyspace.ru/archive
Family Space is a Russian genealogical site. Their archive contains city directories,
census records, lists of honored citizens and other documents for Moscow and St.
Petersburg, as well as the provinces of the Russian Empire. Although they offer
fewer resources than "Tsarskoye Selo," their archive can be searched online (in
Russian) using the following link.
http://arc.familyspace.ru/catalog
The Moscow resources in the Family Space archive include the Moskva Address
Calendar 1875, The List of Honorary Citizens 1897, "All Moscow" Directories for 1901
and 1917, Cemetery Records 1907 vols. 1‐3, and Acts of the Moscow State ‐ v. 1
1890, Discharge Order (1571‐1634), v.2 1894 Discharge Order (1535 ‐1659), and v.3
1901, Discharge Order (1660 ‐ 1664).
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